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Self-assembly of Janus Dumbbell Nanocrystals and Their Enhanced 2
Surface Plasmon Resonance
Abstract
Self-assembly is a critical process that can greatly expand the existing structures and lead to new functionality
of nanoparticle systems. Multicomponent superstructures self-assembled from nanocrystals have shown
promise as multifunctional materials for various applications. Despite recent progress in assembly of
homogeneous nanocrystals, synthesis and self-assembly of Janus nanocrystals with contrasting surface
chemistry remains a significant challenge. Herein, we designed a novel Janus nanocrystal platform to control
the self-assembly of nanoparticles in aqueous solutions by balancing the hydrophobic and hydrophilic
moieties. A series of superstructures have been assembled by systematically varying the Janus balance and
assembly conditions. Janus Au–Fe3O4 dumbbell nanocrystals (<20 >nm) were synthesized with the
hydrophobic ligands coated on the Au lobe and negatively charged hydrophilic ligands coated on the Fe3O4
lobe. We systematically fine-tune the lobe size ratio, surface coating, external conditions, and even additional
growth of Au nanocrystal domains on the Au lobe of dumbbell nanoparticles (Au–Au–Fe3O4) to harvest
self-assembly structures including clusters, chains, vesicles, and capsules. It was discovered that in all these
assemblies the hydrophobic Au lobes preferred to stay together. In addition, these superstructures clearly
demonstrated different levels of enhanced surface plasmon resonance that is directly correlated with the Au
coupling in the assembly structure. The strong interparticle plasmonic coupling displayed a red-shift in surface
plasmon resonance, with larger structures formed by Au–Au–Fe3O4 assembly extending into the near-
infrared region. Self-assembly of Janus dumbbell nanocrystals can also be reversible under different pH values.
The biphasic Janus dumbbell nanocrystals offer a platform for studying the novel interparticle coupling and
open up opportunities in applications including sensing, disease diagnoses, and therapy.
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9 ABSTRACT: Self-assembly is a critical process that can
10 greatly expand the existing structures and lead to new
11 functionality of nanoparticle systems. Multicomponent super-
12 structures self-assembled from nanocrystals have shown
13 promise as multifunctional materials for various applications.
14 Despite recent progress in assembly of homogeneous
15 nanocrystals, synthesis and self-assembly of Janus nanocrystals
16 with contrasting surface chemistry remains a significant
17 challenge. Herein, we designed a novel Janus nanocrystal
18 platform to control the self-assembly of nanoparticles in
19 aqueous solutions by balancing the hydrophobic and hydrophilic moieties. A series of superstructures have been assembled by
20 systematically varying the Janus balance and assembly conditions. Janus Au−Fe3O4 dumbbell nanocrystals (<20 nm) were
21 synthesized with the hydrophobic ligands coated on the Au lobe and negatively charged hydrophilic ligands coated on the
22 Fe3O4 lobe. We systematically fine-tune the lobe size ratio, surface coating, external conditions, and even additional growth of
23 Au nanocrystal domains on the Au lobe of dumbbell nanoparticles (Au−Au−Fe3O4) to harvest self-assembly structures
24 including clusters, chains, vesicles, and capsules. It was discovered that in all these assemblies the hydrophobic Au lobes
25 preferred to stay together. In addition, these superstructures clearly demonstrated different levels of enhanced surface plasmon
26 resonance that is directly correlated with the Au coupling in the assembly structure. The strong interparticle plasmonic coupling
27 displayed a red-shift in surface plasmon resonance, with larger structures formed by Au−Au−Fe3O4 assembly extending into the
28 near-infrared region. Self-assembly of Janus dumbbell nanocrystals can also be reversible under different pH values. The
29 biphasic Janus dumbbell nanocrystals offer a platform for studying the novel interparticle coupling and open up opportunities in
30 applications including sensing, disease diagnoses, and therapy.
31 KEYWORDS: Janus nanoparticles, self-assembly, Janus balance, superstructures, plasmonic coupling
32 The principles of self-assembly govern many aspects of life33 in nature as the process provides versatile properties
34 using simple building blocks.1 The same principles can also be
35 applied to fabricate hierarchical structures with diverse
36 functionalities.2−4 For example, small surfactant and lipid
37 molecules assemble into a variety of structures including
38 micelles and vesicles with a simple amphiphilic motif. These
39 structures have important functionality in biology and
40 applications in industry. Another example is polymers with a
41 diblock architecture that assemble into unique phases.5 By
42 adjusting the block size and interactions among segments, the
43 assembly structures go through spherical, cylindrical, gyroid,
44 and lamellar phases. However, conventional nanoparticles and
45 colloids have homogeneous surfaces and therefore only
46 interact isotropically during the assembly process. Breaking
47 the symmetry of particles will introduce directional interactions
48 and lead to novel structures. One great example is Janus
49 particle, named after the Roman god, which has different
50 chemistries on the two sides of a single particle.6 Janus
51particles in micron size were observed to assemble into many
52fascinating structures including well-defined clusters, helical
53fibril-like chains and two-dimensional crystals with hydro-
54phobic stripes.7−9 Theory and simulation further illustrated
55that the Janus balance (surface ratio between the two sides of
56the Janus particles) played a key role in determining the
57assembly behaviors.10,11 More interestingly, external stimuli,
58such as ionic strength,12,13 light,14,15 pH,16 and magnetic/
59electric field,17−20 can change the assembly structures of Janus
60particles, demonstrating their great potential in fabricating
61smart materials that are responsive to the environment.
62It is speculated that the same assembly principles would hold
63for Janus nanoparticles of much smaller size, which bridge the
64length scale of small surfactant molecules and microsized
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65 particles. The synthesis of Janus nanoparticles has been
66 extensively developed in the past decades.7,21−25 However,
67 no systematic studies have been carried out on amphiphilic
68 Janus nanoparticle assembly with different Janus balance in
69 simple aqueous suspensions. Previous research has focused on
70 the template-mediated or solution-based surface modification
71 of single-component nanoparticles, such as Au and Fe3O4
72 nanoparticles.26−28 Many of these systems require intensive
73 efforts on ligand preparation, stepwise surface modification,
74 and surface segregation control. In addition, it is extremely
75 difficult to directly observe the ligand distribution and Janus
76 nanoparticle orientation with this system. On the other hand,
77 dumbbell nanoparticles offer a straightforward route to
78 fabricate Janus nanoparticles with two lobes reacting differently
79 with the potential ligands.29−32 However, it still remains
80 challenging to stabilize these nanoparticles in aqueous
81 suspensions and systematically vary the morphology and
82 surface functionality of the dumbbell nanoparticles over a
83 wide range. In particular, it is very difficult to achieve a more
84 dominant hydrophobic lobe, since enlarging the hydrophobic
85 lobe will destabilize nanoparticles during the synthesis and
86 agglomerate Janus dumbbell nanoparticles into random
87 aggregates in solution.
88 In order to address these challenges, we developed a simple
89 platform based on Janus dumbbell nanocrystals composed of
90 Au and Fe3O4 lobes. Homogeneous Au and Fe3O4 nanocrystals
91 have been widely studied because both materials are
92 biocompatible and possess unique properties. Dumbbell
93 nanocrystals fabricated using these two materials are promising
94 candidates for various applications. In addition, the two
95 different lobes with distinct surface reactivity provide a reliable
96 approach to asymmetrically functionalize the dumbbell nano-
97 particles. We then demonstrated the capability to control the
98 self-assembly of Janus nanoparticles by fine-tuning the Janus
99 balance through lobe size, surface coating, and surface charges.
100 This systematic change in Janus balance results in a variety of
101 superstructures. Furthermore, both polymer grafting and Au
102 lobe extension by growing additional Au nanodomains were
103 developed to further enlarge the hydrophobic side. The bigger
104 hydrophobic lobes direct the assembly to larger and more
105 sophisticated structures (vesicle and capsules), which in turn
106 leads to enhanced surface plasmon resonance with adsorption
107 extending into the near-infrared range. The results are in
108general agreement with the previous studies for amphiphilic
109Janus spheres in micron size, although the specific arrangement
110of particles are not exactly the same.33 With the coating of
111carboxylic acid groups on the Fe3O4 lobe, we further
112demonstrate that the Janus dumbbell nanocrystals can be
113reversibly assembled under different pH conditions. Our new
114Janus nanoparticle platform provides a guideline for the design
115of more complex superstructures and opens up new
116opportunities in applications including sensing, separation,
117drug delivery, and disease diagnoses.
118Au−Fe3O4 dumbbell nanocrystals coated by oleylamine and
119oleic acid were synthesized by growing a second lobe of Fe3O4
120on the preformed Au nanocrystals in solution. Because of the
121long carbon chain attached on the lobe surface, Au−Fe3O4
122nanoparticles could be well dispersed in various nonpolar
123 f1solvents such as hexane, toluene, and chloroform. Figure 1a
124shows the high-angle annular dark-field scanning transmission
125electron microscopy (HAADF-STEM) image of a typical Au−
126Fe3O4 nanoparticle, which clearly indicates its dumbbell-like
127morphology and high crystallinity in both lobes. Au is partially
128covered by Fe3O4 and is much brighter compared to Fe3O4 in
129the image due to its higher atomic number (Z-contrast in
130HAADF). Both lobes are oriented along the ⟨111⟩ zone axis,
131providing a clear hexagonal projection. The overlaid fast
132Fourier transform (FFT) patterns of each lobe (Figure 1b)
133confirms ⟨111⟩Au //⟨111⟩Fe3O4 epitaxial relationship. The unit
134cell of Fe3O4 is matched by 2 × 2 gold unit cells with the lattice
135mismatch of 2.8%, allowing epitaxial growth of Fe3O4 on Au.
136Corresponding energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS)
137elemental mapping (Figure 1c−e) further reveals the chemical
138distribution within the Janus Au−Fe3O4 nanocrystal.
139The well-defined Au−Fe3O4 dumbbell morphology enables
140us to differentiate two different lobes and modify the lobe
141surfaces with hydrophilic and hydrophobic ligands to render
142the nanocrystal amphiphilic. Through a ligand exchange
143process, 3,4-dihydroxybenzoic acid was strongly anchored
144onto Fe3O4 via a five-membered metallocyclic chelate. The
145modified Fe3O4 lobe is terminated with carboxylic group,
146providing the necessary charge to stabilize the particles in
147aqueous solution. On the other hand, the Au lobe was
148protected by pristine oleylamine or thiols (e.g., 1-octadecane-
149thiol) through Au−S chemistry, keeping its hydrophobicity. As
150a result, the negatively charged Fe3O4 lobes will repel each
Figure 1. (a) HAADF-STEM image of a typical Au−Fe3O4 nanocrystal. (b) The overlaid fast FFT patterns of Au and Fe3O4 lobes. (c−e) EDS
elemental mapping of a single Au−Fe3O4 nanocrystal.
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151 other by electrostatic interactions, while hydrophobic Au lobes
152 attract each other due to hydrophobic and strong van der
153 Waals interactions. Therefore, the balance between hydro-
154 phobic Au and hydrophilic Fe3O4 becomes essential for tuning
155 the interactions that lead to self-assembly of Janus Au−Fe3O4
156 nanocrystals. We carefully controlled the Janus balance using
157 four strategies: changing hard lobe size ratio (Fe3O4/Au size
158 ratio), grafting molecules of different dimensions on the on the
159 hydrophobic Au lobes, turning surface charges on Fe3O4 by
160 adjusting the pH in solutions, and growing additional Au
161 nanodomains on the Au lobe.
162 The first strategy to control self-assembly of Janus Au−
163 Fe3O4 dumbbell nanocrystals is changing the Fe3O4/Au lobe
164 size ratio. Because the ligands on both Au and Fe3O4 lobes are
165 orders of magnitude smaller than the lobe diameters, the Janus
166 balance of Au−Fe3O4 nanoparticles is mostly determined by
167 the size of the hard core of the dumbbell nanoparticles. By
168 varying the size of Au seed and reaction duration in the lobe
169 growth, the Fe3O4/Au lobe size ratio was effectively tuned
f2 170 from 2.78 to 0.87 (Figure 2). Larger Au seed nanoparticles and
171 shorter reaction duration for Fe3O4 growth at high temperature
172 could facilitate the formation of Au−Fe3O4 dumbbell nano-
173 crystals with smaller Fe3O4/Au lobe size ratios. TEM images in
174Figure 2a−d also confirm that all Au−Fe3O4 dumbbell
175nanocrystals before surface ligand exchange are randomly
176oriented when dried from the nonpolar solvent due to the lack
177of directional interactions. However, after surface ligand
178exchange and transfer to the aqueous solutions, the Au lobes
179of the Janus dumbbell nanocrystals prefer to stay together
180when dried. Obviously, this is due to the hydrophobic and van
181der Waals interactions between the Au lobes.
182More interestingly, Janus Au−Fe3O4 nanocrystals with
183different lobe size ratios exhibit distinct self-assembly behavior,
184leading to clusters of different sizes (Figure 2e−h). It is
185challenging to test the ultimate stability of the assembly
186structures, however, from TEM observation and UV−vis
187measurement all the clusters remained stable for at least one
188month. When the Au lobe is small (Fe3O4/Au lobe size ratio of
1892.78), a small fraction of particles form dimers with their Au
190lobes facing each other. Decreasing the Fe3O4/Au lobe size
191ratio from 2.78 to 1.78 results in the gradual emergence of
192trimers and tetramers. More detailed features of the clusters are
193 f3provided in Figure 3a. Cluster size distribution shown in Figure
1943b indicates that the population distribution of assembled
195dimers, trimers, and tetramers are controlled by the lobe size
196ratio. Most of the Janus Au−Fe3O4 nanocrystals remain as
Figure 2. Au−Fe3O4 dumbbell nanocrystals with different lobe size ratios in (a−d) organic solvent and (e−h) aqueous solutions correspondingly
(all scale bars are 50 nm).
Figure 3. (a) Clusters consisting of 2, 3, and 4 dumbbell nanocrystals. (b) Cluster size distribution with different Fe3O4/Au size ratios.
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197 individual nanoparticles when the lobe size ratio is 2.78, where
198 trimers and tetramers are very rare. A small decrease in the
199 lobe size ratio to 2.13 facilitates the assembly by attractions
200 between Au lobes, drastically decreasing the fraction of
201 individual Janus nanoparticles. The amount of larger clusters
202 (e.g., tetramers) is also increased. More importantly, when the
203 lobe size ratio decreases further to 1.16 and 0.87, pentamers
204 and even long chains were observed in the assembled
205 structures (Figure 2h and Figure S1). It is very obvious that
206 increasing the hydrophobic Au lobe size can lead to larger
207 cluster and long chain structures comprising more dumbbell
208 nanocrystals. A larger hydrophobic lobe offers stronger Au−Au
209 attractions and more surfaces for the Au lobe to contact with
210 each other, which leads to subsequent bigger structures. The
211 same trend was discovered in the previous studies on Janus
212 spheres of micron size albeit at completely different length
213 scales.33 This implies that models used to describe Janus
214 spheres at micron size might be adopted to study these
215 dumbbell nanocrystals (∼20 nm). However, the length scales
216 of the interactions need be taken into account to explain the
217 variations in assembly structures, as well as the other notable
218 differences between dumbbell nanocrystals and micron-sized
219 Janus spheres. The dumbbell nanocrystals have an elongated
220 morphology rather than the spherical shape. When forming
221 chains, Janus spheres form helical fibril-like structures, whereas
222 dumbbell nanocrystals form simple extended chains with the
223 Au lobe connecting with each other. The assembly structures
224 for dumbbell nanocrystals were only observed under dried
225 condition, and structures in aqueous suspensions could be
226 different.
227 The second strategy to change Janus balance is by grafting
228 molecules of different sizes on the dumbbell nanoparticles.
229 Although the Au−Fe3O4 lobe size ratio effectively controls self-
230 assembly of Janus Au−Fe3O4 dumbbell nanocrystals and
231 produces a series of interesting superstructures, it is extremely
232 challenging to push the Fe3O4/Au lobe size ratio much lower
233 by direct solution synthesis. In fact, a lobe size ratio as low as
234 the 0.87 in our work is scarcely reported. In order to further
235lower the ratio, Au seed nanocrystals as large as 14 nm were
236synthesized, and the reaction duration for Fe3O4 growth at
237high temperature was controlled for less than 15 min.
238However, the synthesis resulted in bad morphology and
239random aggregation, which was probably due to the poor
240stability of large Au nanocrystals at high temperature. An
241alternative to further increase the hydrophobic moiety of the
242Janus dumbbell nanoparticle is capping the Au lobe with a
243 f4larger hydrophobic ligand. As illustrated in Figure 4a, thiol-
244terminated polystyrene with precise molecular weight (Mn)
245synthesized by living radical polymerization was used to
246replace the small oleylamine on the Au lobe. The catechol
247modification and self-assembly processes were kept the same.
248Previous studies have demonstrated that polymer brushes with
249different molecular weight (Mn) on nanocrystals could induce
250different assemblies.34−36 The thickness of polystyrene brush
251on Au nanoparticles in good solvents (e.g., toluene and
252dimethylformamide) was found directly proportional to the
253Mn.
36 The trend is expected to be consistent in aqueous
254solutions although the power law could be different, because
255polystyrene will shrink and segregate on the nanoparticle
256surface in poor solvent. Polystyrene with a higher Mn is
257expected to form a thicker brush on Au lobe and induce
258stronger attraction between Au lobes due to the increased
259hydrophobicity.37,38 More importantly, the thicker polystyrene
260layer will further enlarge the effective size of the hydrophobic
261lobe and change the Janus balance of the dumbbell
262nanocrystals. Although the thicker polystyrene layer may
263space out the nanoparticles and reduce the short-ranged van
264der Waals interaction between the Au lobes, the increase in
265long-range hydrophobic attraction seems more dominant
266during the assembly process. We observed that similar clusters
267and chains were formed when Mn is small, indicating the
268attraction between polystyrene-grafted Au lobes was similar to
269those covered by small hydrophobic molecules. Notably, when
270Mn reaches 10 000 g/mol vesicle-like assembly structures
271emerge, as shown in Figure 4. TEM (Figure 4b) and HAADF-
272STEM (Figure 4c) images indicate a collapsed hollow spherical
Figure 4. (a) Scheme of ligand exchange for polystyrene polymers onto the Au lobe; (b-c) TEM analyses of assembly structures of Janus dumbbell
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273 structure in which Au lobes tend to stay with each other. EDS
274 elemental mapping (Figure 4d−f) further reveals that Fe is
275 localized in the outside shell of the vesicle, suggesting that
276 dumbbell nanocrystals located at the outer layer of the
277 assembly structure tend to orient their hydrophilic Fe3O4 side
278 toward the outside. For the dumbbell nanocrystals inside the
279 structure, the orientation preference is not obvious, possibly
280 because the collapse during the drying process obscures the
281 orientation. The images suggest that directional interactions
282 still dominate during the assembly, producing vesicle-like
283 structures with Au lobes in contact with each other while the
284 hydrophilic Fe3O4 lobe facing outside, providing the stability
285 for these structures in aqueous solutions. The vesicle-like
286 structures are often formed by surfactant or lipid molecules
287 with a certain HLB value.39 Simulation on Janus spheres also
288 suggests that in order to form vesicle structures, the
289 hydrophobic side needs to be slightly bigger than the
290 hydrophilic side.33 There is a narrow range of Janus balance
291 that warrants assembly into vesicles. Indeed, in our dumbbell
292 nanocrystal platform we only observed vesicle structures when
293 using the bulkier polystyrene (rather than the oleylamine) as
294 the hydrophobic coating on the dumbbell nanocrystals with
295 bigger Au lobes (Fe3O4/Au ≤ 1.16). No vesicle structures were
296 ever observed with dumbbell nanocrystals (Fe3O4/Au > 1.16)
297 with smaller hydrophobic Au lobes coated with polystyrene
298 molecules.
299 The third strategy is to control self-assembly by adjusting
300 the pH of the solution. Unlike those nanoparticles capped by
301polyethylene glycol for the stabilization in aqueous solutions,32
302our Janus Au−Fe3O4 dumbbell nanocrystals take advantage of
303carboxylic group, which offers a unique way to control the self-
304assembly. Considering the deprotonation and protonation of
305carboxylic groups on the Fe3O4 lobe, Janus balance of Au−
306Fe3O4 nanoparticles can be further fine-tuned by pH values of
307the aqueous solution. Switching the Fe3O4 lobe from
308deprotonated state to protonated state will effectively shut
309down the electrostatic repulsion and induce the assembly of
310Janus Au−Fe3O4 dumbbell nanoparticles. In a typical experi-
311ment, Au−Fe3O4 dumbbell nanocrystals were modified and
312initially dispersed in basic solution with pH of 8. The pKa of
3133,4-dihydroxybenzoic acid (∼4.2) indicates that carboxylic
314groups on Fe3O4 surfaces are fully deprotonated at pH 8
315(Figure S2). The negative charges prevent the Janus particles
316 f5from assembling. As shown in Figure 5a, Janus Au−Fe3O4
317nanocrystals were randomly distributed without obvious
318orientation in the basic solution. When the pH is adjusted to
3194, a large amount of carboxylic groups are protonated, which
320significantly suppresses the surface charges on the Fe3O4 lobes.
321As a result, Janus nanoparticles were no longer stable and
322started to aggregate. Figure 5b displays the typical aggregation
323from the solution under pH 4 and clearly indicates the self-
324assembly was triggered by decreasing the pH value. It is worth
325pointing out that small clusters (e.g., dimers, trimers, and
326tetramers) were formed together with the larger aggregates
327with Au lobes facing each other. Such features suggest that
328attractions between Au lobes become dominant when the pH
Figure 5. (a) Janus dumbbell nanocrystals dried from solution of pH = 8. (b) Janus dumbbell nanocrystals dried from solution of pH = 4. (c) UV−
vis spectra of Janus dumbbell nanocrystals cycled between pH = 4 and 8. (d)Tthe adsorption intensity at 538 and 529 nm when Janus dumbbell
nanocrystals cycled between pH = 4 and 8.
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329 decreases. The reduced charge on the Fe3O4 lobe allows
330 dumbbell nanocrystals to approach and engage with each other
331 in a shorter distance. Additionally, the assembly process is
332 highly reversible, which is revealed by the UV−vis spectra of
333 the nanoparticle solution oscillating between low and high pH
334 values. As shown in Figure 5c, at pH 8, the solution is in an
335 assembly-OFF state. The UV−vis spectrum exhibits a peak at
336 529 nm caused by the localized surface plasmon resonance
337 (LSPR) of the Au lobe. At pH 4, the solution is in an assembly-
338 ON state, and the spectrum peak shifts toward 539 nm.
339 Because LSPR is extremely sensitive to the distances between
340 Au surfaces,40 the red-shift suggests that the gap between Au
341 lobes is narrowed and interparticle plasmonic coupling is
342 improved. This is further corroborated by the TEM images in
343 Figure 5b. The assembly-OFF/ON states were tuned back and
344 forth for three cycles, and the spectra were consistently
345 reproduced for both states as shown in Figure 5d.
346 In addition, absorbance intensity was kept constant during
347 the three cycles, which suggests the assembly structures are
348 highly reversible. Understandably, the assembled Janus dumb-
349 bell nanocrystals are much more responsive to an external
350 magnetic field, which is attributed to the enhanced magnetic
351 response by the Fe3O4 domains in the assembly structures
352 (Figure S3).
353 LSPR effect has been widely studied for homogeneous
354 nanoparticle systems and applied in sensing41,42 and surface-
355 enhanced Raman spectroscopy.43,44 The adsorption in the
356 near-infrared region can be used to heat up the surroundings
357 and developed into novel therapeutic methods for treating
358 diseases.45−47 The Janus Au−Fe3O4 dumbbell nanocrystal
359 platform offers a unique approach to modulate the LSPR effect
360 by controlling the interparticle coupling through the Au lobes.
361 In order to further enhance the LSPR effect of the dumbbell
362 nanocrystals, we grow additional Au nanodomains on the Au
363 lobes and achieved the new Au−Au−Fe3O4 nanocrystals as
f6 364 shown in Figure 6a. The extrusion of additional Au nanocrystal
365 domains on the Au lobe is realized by reducing Au precursors
366 in the presence of Au−Fe3O4 dumbbell nanocrystals. Au
367 nucleation and subsequent growth are more favorable on the
368 Au surface than Fe3O4 because of the lattice mismatch. Small
369 Au domains are only observed on the Au lobe, whereas no Au
370 growth is detected on the Fe3O4 lobe. Although the growth of
371 the small Au domains is not entirely homogeneous due to the
372 random nucleation on the preformed Au lobe, this unique Au-
373 on-Au lobe morphology nonetheless further enlarges the Au
374 lobe and renders the dumbbell nanoparticles with an even
375 smaller Fe3O4/Au ratio that is difficult to achieve with other
376 synthetic methods. Self-assembly of Janus Au−Au−Fe3O4
377 nanocrystals resulted in capsule-like structures with large
378 domains containing interconnected Au lobes as shown in
379 Figure 6b. Similar assembly structures have not been reported
380 with micron-sized Janus particles, although the worm-like
381 micelle structures have been studied with small molecular
382 systems.48 Obviously the unique morphology of Au−Au−
383 Fe3O4 plays an important role in determining the final
384 assembly structures.
385 When compared with UV−vis spectra of assembly structures
386 formed by other Janus dumbbell nanocrystals (Figure 6c), the
387 LSPR peak of Au−Au−Fe3O4 superstructures is much more
388 red-shifted and broader, even reaching into the near-infrared
389 region, indicating greatly enhanced interparticle plasmonic
390 coupling. It is obvious that more Au lobes are contacting each
391 other in the capsules, as shown in Figure 6a. The dark blue
392color of the solution (Figure S4a) also suggests the enhanced
393interparticle coupling. This is consistent with the trend in
394Figure 6c that structures assembled with larger hydrophobic
395moiety lead to stronger LSPR effect (Au−Au−Fe3O4 >
396polystyrene modified Au−Fe3O4 > oleylamine modified Au−
397Fe3O4). In addition, assembled Au−Au−Fe3O4 nanocrystals is
398the most responsive under the external magnetic field
399compared to other Au−Fe3O4 dumbbell nanocrystals studied
400in this paper (Figure S4). The novel Au−Au−Fe3O4
401nanocrystals offer more flexibility in further extending the
402dumbbell nanocrystal morphology and controlling the
403assembly structures. Because of its extraordinarily enhanced
404surface plasmon performance, the novel Au−Au−Fe3O4
405nanocrystals may find applications in areas such as sensing
406and biomedication.
407In this work, we have built a Janus dumbbell nanocrystal
408platform and demonstrated multiple strategies to control the
409self-assembly of Janus particles at the nanometer length scale.
410The asymmetric modification of Au−Fe3O4 dumbbell nano-
411crystals enables directional interactions between individual
412nanoparticles and results in assembly structures balancing Au
413lobe attraction and Fe3O4 lobe repulsion. Furthermore, the
414self-assembly is effectively controlled by the Fe3O4/Au size
415ratio, size of molecules for surface grafting on the Au lobe, and
416pH of the solution. A series of structures including small
417clusters, chains, vesicles and capsules were obtained through
418assembly of Janus dumbbell nanoparticles with systematically
419varied Janus balance. In addition, the assembly can be
420reversibly controlled by adjusting the solution pH. Finally,
421unique Au−Au−Fe3O4 nanocrystals were synthesized and
Figure 6. (a) TEM image of Janus Au−Au−Fe3O4 nanocrystals
obtained by growing Au nanocrystal domains on Au−Fe3O4 dumbbell
nanocrystals. (b) Self-assembly of Janus Au−Au−Fe3O4 nanocrystals
shows large domains of Au lobes interconnecting with each other. (c)
Comparison of UV−vis spectra of structures assembled from different
Janus nanocrystals. The bigger structures assembled with larger
hydrophobic moiety lead to stronger LSPR effect.
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422 assembled into capsule-like superstructures, giving a stronger
423 and broader LSPR band extending into the near-infrared
424 region. The study here reveals the principles that guide the
425 assembly structures of Janus nanoparticles in terms of Janus
426 balance of individual Janus particles. These assembly structures
427 can enhance the functionality including magnetic and surface
428 plasmonic properties, which may be beneficial to many future
429 applications.
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